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Abstract
A Longest Common Extension (LCE) query on a text T of length N asks for the length of the
longest common prefix of suffixes starting at given two positions. We show that the signature
encoding G of size w = O(min(z logN log∗M,N)) [Mehlhorn et al., Algorithmica 17(2):183-
198, 1997] of T , which can be seen as a compressed representation of T , has a capability to
support LCE queries in O(logN + log ` log∗M) time, where ` is the answer to the query, z
is the size of the Lempel-Ziv77 (LZ77) factorization of T , and M ≥ 4N is an integer that
can be handled in constant time under word RAM model. In compressed space, this is the
fastest deterministic LCE data structure in many cases. Moreover, G can be enhanced to sup-
port efficient update operations: After processing G in O(wfA) time, we can insert/delete any
(sub)string of length y into/from an arbitrary position of T in O((y + logN log∗M)fA) time,
where fA = O(min{ log logM log logwlog log logM ,
√
logw
log logw}). This yields the first fully dynamic LCE data
structure working in compressed space. We also present efficient construction algorithms from
various types of inputs: We can construct G in O(NfA) time from uncompressed string T ; in
O(n log log(n log∗M) logN log∗M) time from grammar-compressed string T represented by a
straight-line program of size n; and in O(zfA logN log∗M) time from LZ77-compressed string
T with z factors. On top of the above contributions, we show several applications of our data
structures which improve previous best known results on grammar-compressed string processing.
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1 Introduction
A Longest Common Extension (LCE) query on a text T of length N asks to compute
the length of the longest common prefix of suffixes starting at given two positions. This
fundamental query appears at the heart of many string processing problems (see text book [11]
for example), and hence, efficient data structures to answer LCE queries gain a great attention.
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A classic solution is to use a data structure for lowest common ancestor queries [4] on the
suffix tree of T . Although this achieves constant query time, the Θ(N) space needed for the
data structure is too large to apply it to large scale data. Hence, recent work focuses on
reducing space usage at the expense of query time. For example, time-space trade-offs of
LCE data structure have been extensively studied [7, 24].
Another direction to reduce space is to utilize a compressed structure of T , which is
advantageous when T is highly compressible. There are several LCE data structures working
on grammar-compressed string T represented by a straight-line program (SLP) of size n.
The best known deterministic LCE data structure is due to I et al. [13], which supports LCE
queries in O(h logN) time, and occupies O(n2) space, where h is the height of the derivation
tree of a given SLP. Their data structure can be built in O(hn2) time directly from the SLP.
Bille et al. [5] showed a Monte Carlo randomized data structure which supports LCE queries
in O(logN log `) time, where ` is the output of the LCE query. Their data structure requires
only O(n) space, but requires O(N) time to construct. Very recently, Bille et al. [6] showed
a faster Monte Carlo randomized data structure of O(n) space which supports LCE queries
in O(logN + log2 `) time. The preprocessing time of this new data structure is not given
in [6]. Note that, given the LZ77-compression of size z of T , we can convert it into an SLP
of size n = O(z log Nz ) [22] and then apply the above results.
In this paper, we focus on the signature encoding G of T , which can be seen as a
grammar compression of T , and show that G can support LCE queries efficiently. The
signature encoding was proposed by Mehlhorn et al. for equality testing on a dynamic set of
strings [19]. Alstrup et al. used signature encodings combined with their own data structure
called anchors to present a pattern matching algorithm on a dynamic set of strings [2, 1].
In their paper, they also showed that signature encodings can support longest common
prefix (LCP) and longest common suffix (LCS) queries on a dynamic set of strings. Their
algorithm is randomized as it uses a hash table for maintaining the dictionary of G. Very
recently, Gawrychowski et al. improved the results by pursuing advantages of randomized
approach other than the hash table [10]. It should be noted that the algorithms in [2, 1, 10]
can support LCE queries by combining split operations and LCP queries although it is not
explicitly mentioned. However, they did not focus on the fact that signature encodings can
work in compressed space. In [9], LCE data structures on edit sensitive parsing, a variant
of signature encoding, was used for sparse suffix sorting, but again, they did not focus on
working in compressed space.
Our contributions are stated by the following theorems, where M ≥ 4N is an integer
that can be handled in constant time under word RAM model. More specifically, M = 4N
if T is static, and M/4 is the upper bound of the length of T if we consider updating T
dynamically. In dynamic case, N (resp. w) always denotes the current size of T (resp. G).
Also, fA denotes the time for predecessor/successor queries on a set of w integers from an
M -element universe, which is fA = O(min{ log logM log logwlog log logM ,
√
logw
log logw}) by the best known
data structure [3].
I Theorem 1 (LCE queries). Let G denote the signature encoding of size w = O(min(z logN
log∗M,N)) for a string T of length N . Then G supports LCE queries on T in O(logN +
log ` log∗M) time, where ` is the answer to the query, and z is the size of the LZ77 factoriz-
ation of T .
I Theorem 2 (Updates). After processing G in O(wfA) time, we can insert/delete any
(sub)string Y of length y into/from an arbitrary position of T in O((y + logN log∗M)fA)
time. If Y is given as a substring of T , we can support insertion in O(fA logN log∗M) time.
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I Theorem 3 (Construction). Let T be a string of length N , Z be LZ77 factorization without
self reference of size z representing T , and S be an SLP of size n generating T . Then, we
can construct the signature encoding G for T in (1a) in O(NfA) time and O(w) working
space from T , (1b) in O(N) time and working space from T , (2) in O(zfA logN log∗M) time
and O(w) working space from Z, (3a) in O(nfA logN log∗M) time and O(w) working space
from S, and (3b) in O(n log log(n log∗M) logN log∗M) time and O(n log∗M + w) working
space from S.
The remarks on our contributions are listed in the following:
We achieve an algorithm for the fastest deterministic LCE queries on SLPs, which even
permits faster LCE queries than the randomized data structure of Bille et al. [6] when
log∗M = o(log `) which in many cases is true.
We present the first fully dynamic LCE data structure working in compressed space.
Different from the work in [2, 1, 10], we mainly focus on maintaining a single text T
in compressed O(w) space. For this reason we opt for supporting insertion/deletion
as edit operations rather than split/concatenate on a dynamic set of strings. However,
the difference is not much essential; our insert operations specified by a substring of
an existing string can work as split/concatenate, and conversely, split/concatenate can
simulate insert. Our contribution here is to clarify how to collect garbage being produced
during edit operations, as directly indicated by a support of delete operations.
The results (2) and (3a) of Theorem 3 immediately follow from the update operations
considered in [2, 1], but others are nontrivial.
Direct construction of G from SLPs is important for applications in compressed string
processing, where the task is to process a given compressed representation of string(s)
without explicit decompression. In particular, we use the result (3b) of Theorem 3 to
show several applications which improve previous best known results. Note that the
time complexity of the result (3b) can be written as O(n log logn logN log∗M) when
log∗M = O(n) which in many cases is true, and always true in static case because
log∗M = O(log∗N) = O(logN) = O(n).
Proofs and examples omitted due to lack of space are in a full version of this paper [21].
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Strings
Let Σ be an ordered alphabet. An element of Σ∗ is called a string. For string w = xyz, x,
y and z are called a prefix, substring, and suffix of w, respectively. The length of string
w is denoted by |w|. The empty string ε is a string of length 0. Let Σ+ = Σ∗ − {ε}.
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|, w[i] denotes the i-th character of w. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |w|,
w[i..j] denotes the substring of w that begins at position i and ends at position j. Let
w[i..] = w[i..|w|] and w[..i] = w[1..i] for any 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|. For any string w, let wR denote the
reversed string of w, that is, wR = w[|w|] · · ·w[2]w[1]. For any strings w and u, let LCP(w, u)
(resp. LCS(w, u)) denote the length of the longest common prefix (resp. suffix) of w and
u. Given two strings s1, s2 and two integers i, j, let LCE(s1, s2, i, j) denote a query which
returns LCP(s1[i..|s1|], s2[j..|s2|]). Our model of computation is the unit-cost word RAM
with machine word size of Ω(log2M) bits, and space complexities will be evaluated by the
number of machine words. Bit-oriented evaluation of space complexities can be obtained
with a log2M multiplicative factor.
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I Definition 4 (Lempel-Ziv77 factorization [25]). The Lempel-Ziv77 (LZ77) factorization of
a string s without self-references is a sequence f1, . . . , fz of non-empty substrings of s such
that s = f1 · · · fz, f1 = s[1], and for 1 < i ≤ z, if the character s[|f1..fi−1| + 1] does not
occur in s[|f1..fi−1|], then fi = s[|f1..fi−1|+ 1], otherwise fi is the longest prefix of fi · · · fz
which occurs in f1 · · · fi−1. The size of the LZ77 factorization f1, . . . , fz of string s is the
number z of factors in the factorization.
2.2 Context free grammars as compressed representation of strings
Straight-line programs. A straight-line program (SLP) is a context free grammar in the
Chomsky normal form that generates a single string. Formally, an SLP that generates T
is a quadruple G = (Σ,V,D, S), such that Σ is an ordered alphabet of terminal characters;
V = {X1, . . . , Xn} is a set of positive integers, called variables; D = {Xi → expr i}ni=1 is
a set of deterministic productions (or assignments) with each expr i being either of form
X`Xr (1 ≤ `, r < i), or a single character a ∈ Σ; and S := Xn ∈ V is the start symbol which
derives the string T . We also assume that the grammar neither contains redundant variables
(i.e., there is at most one assignment whose righthand side is expr) nor useless variables (i.e.,
every variable appears at least once in the derivation tree of G). The size of the SLP G is
the number n of productions in D. In the extreme cases the length N of the string T can be
as large as 2n−1, however, it is always the case that n ≥ log2N .
Let val : V → Σ+ be the function which returns the string derived by an input variable. If
s = val(X) for X ∈ V , then we say that the variable X represents string s. For any variable
sequence y ∈ V+, let val+(y) = val(y[1]) · · · val(y[|y|]).
Run-length straight-line programs. We define run-length SLPs (RLSLPs), as an extension
to SLPs, which allow run-length encodings in the righthand sides of productions, i.e., D
might contain a production X → Xˆk ∈ V ×N . The size of the RLSLP is still the number of
productions in D as each production can be encoded in constant space. Let AssgnG be the
function such that AssgnG(Xi) = expri iff Xi → expri ∈ D. Also, let Assgn−1G denote the
reverse function of AssgnG . When clear from the context, we write AssgnG and Assgn−1G as
Assgn and Assgn−1, respectively.
Representation of RLSLPs. For an RLSLP G of size w, we can consider a DAG of size w
as a compact representation of the derivation trees of variables in G. Each node represents
a variable X in V and store |val(X)| and out-going edges represent the assignments in D:
For an assignment Xi → X`Xr ∈ D, there exist two out-going edges from Xi to its ordered
children X` and Xr; and for X → Xˆk ∈ D, there is a single edge from X to Xˆ with the
multiplicative factor k.
3 Signature encoding
Here, we recall the signature encoding first proposed by Mehlhorn et al. [19]. Its core
technique is locally consistent parsing defined as follows:
I Lemma 5 (Locally consistent parsing [19, 1]). Let W be a positive integer. There exists
a function f : [0..W ]log∗W+11 → {0, 1} such that, for any p ∈ [1..W ]n with n ≥ 2 and
p[i] 6= p[i+1] for any 1 ≤ i < n, the bit sequence d defined by d[i] = f(p˜[i−∆L], . . . , p˜[i+∆R])
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, satisfies: d[1] = 1; d[n] = 0; d[i] + d[i + 1] ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ i < n; and
d[i] + d[i+ 1] + d[i+ 2] + d[i+ 3] ≥ 1 for any 1 ≤ i < n− 3; where ∆L = log∗W + 6, ∆R = 4,
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and p˜[j] = p[j] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, p˜[j] = 0 otherwise. Furthermore, we can compute d in O(n)
time using a precomputed table of size o(logW ), which can be computed in o(logW ) time.
For the bit sequence d of Lemma 5, we define the function Eblockd(p) that decomposes
an integer sequence p according to d: Eblockd(p) decomposes p into a sequence q1, . . . , qj
of substrings called blocks of p, such that p = q1 · · · qj and qi is in the decomposition iff
d[|q1 · · · qi−1| + 1] = 1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Note that each block is of length from two to
four by the property of d, i.e., 2 ≤ |qi| ≤ 4 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Let |Eblockd(p)| = j and let
Eblockd(s)[i] = qi. We omit d and write Eblock(p) when it is clear from the context, and we
use implicitly the bit sequence created by Lemma 5 as d.
We complementarily use run-length encoding to get a sequence to which Eblock can be
applied. Formally, for a string s, let Epow(s) be the function which groups each maximal
run of same characters a as ak, where k is the length of the run. Epow(s) can be computed
in O(|s|) time. Let |Epow(s)| denote the number of maximal runs of same characters in s
and let Epow(s)[i] denote i-th maximal run in s.
The signature encoding is the RLSLP G = (Σ,V,D, S), where the assignments in D
are determined by recursively applying Eblock and Epow to T until a single integer S is
obtained. We call each variable of the signature encoding a signature, and use e (for example,
ei → e`er ∈ D) instead of X to distinguish from general RLSLPs.
For a formal description, let E := Σ ∪ V2 ∪ V3 ∪ V4 ∪ (V × N ) and let Sig : E → V be
the function such that: Sig(x) = e if (e → x) ∈ D; Sig(x) = Sig(Sig(x[1..|x| − 1])x[|x|]) if
x ∈ V3 ∪ V4; or otherwise undefined. Namely, the function Sig returns, if any, the lefthand
side of the corresponding production of x by recursively applying the Assgn−1 function from
left to right. For any p ∈ E∗, let Sig+(p) = Sig(p[1]) · · ·Sig(p[|p|]).
The signature encoding of string T is defined by the following Shrink and Pow functions:
ShrinkTt = Sig+(T ) for t = 0, and ShrinkTt = Sig+(Eblock(PowTt−1)) for 0 < t ≤ h; and
PowTt = Sig+(Epow(ShrinkTt )) for 0 ≤ t ≤ h; where h is the minimum integer satisfying
|PowTh | = 1. Then, the start symbol of the signature encoding is S = PowTh . We say that a
node is in level t in the derivation tree of S if the node is produced by ShrinkTt or PowTt .
The height of the derivation tree of the signature encoding of T is O(h) = O(log |T |). For
any T ∈ Σ+, let id(T ) = PowTh = S, i.e., the integer S is the signature of T .
In this paper, we implement signature encodings by the DAG of RLSLP introduced in
Section 2.
4 Compressed LCE data structure using signature encodings
In this section, we show Theorem 1.
Space requirement of the signature encoding. It is clear from the definition of the signa-
ture encoding G of T that the size of G is less than 4N ≤M , and hence, all signatures are in
[1..M − 1]. Moreover, the next lemma shows that G requires only compressed space:
I Lemma 6 ([23]). The size w of the signature encoding of T of length N is O(z logN log∗M),
where z is the number of factors in the LZ77 factorization without self-reference of T .
Common sequences of signatures to all occurrences of same substrings. Here, we recall
the most important property of the signature encoding, which ensures the existence of
common signatures to all occurrences of same substrings by the following lemma.
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I Lemma 7 (common sequences [23]). Let G be a signature encoding for a string T . Every
substring P in T is represented by a signature sequence Uniq(P ) in G for a string P .
Uniq(P ), which we call the common sequence of P , is defined by the following.
I Definition 8. For a string P , let
XShrinkPt =
{
Sig+(P ) for t = 0,
Sig+(Eblockd(XPowPt−1)[|LPt |..|XPowPt−1| − |RPt |]) for 0 < t ≤ hP ,
XPowPt = Sig+(Epow(XShrinkPt [|LˆPt |+ 1..|XShrinkPt | − |RˆPt ])|) for 0 ≤ t < hP ,
LPt is the shortest prefix of XPowPt−1 of length at least ∆L such that d[|LPt |+ 1] = 1,
RPt is the shortest suffix of XPowPt−1 of length at least ∆R+1 such that d[|d|−|RPt |+1] = 1,
LˆPt is the longest prefix of XShrinkPt such that |Epow(LˆPt )| = 1,
RˆPt is the longest suffix of XShrinkPt such that |Epow(RˆPt )| = 1, and
hP is the minimum integer such that |Epow(XShrinkPhP )| ≤ ∆L + ∆R + 9.
Note that ∆L ≤ |LPt | ≤ ∆L + 3 and ∆R + 1 ≤ |RPt | ≤ ∆R + 4 hold by the definition. Hence
|XShrinkPt+1| > 0 holds if |Epow(XShrinkPt )| > ∆L + ∆R + 9. Then,
Uniq(P ) = LˆP0 LP0 · · · LˆPhP−1LPhP−1XShrinkPhPRPhP−1RˆPhP−1 · · ·RP0 RˆP0 .
We give an intuitive description of Lemma 7. Recall the locally consistent parsing of
Lemma 5. Each i-th bit of bit sequence d of Lemma 5 for a given string s is determined by
s[i−∆L..i+ ∆R]. Hence, for two positions i, j such that P = s[i..i+ k − 1] = s[j..j + k − 1]
for some k, d[i+ ∆L..i+k−1−∆R] = d[j+ ∆L..j+k−1−∆R] holds, namely, “internal” bit
sequences of the same substring of s are equal. Since each level of the signature encoding uses
the bit sequence, all occurrences of same substrings in a string share same internal signature
sequences, and this goes up level by level. XShrinkPt and XPowPt represent signature
sequences obtained from only internal signature sequences of XPowTt−1 and XShrinkTt ,
respectively. This means that XShrinkPt and XPowPt are always created over P . From
such common signatures we take as short signature sequence as possible for Uniq(P ): Since
val+(PowPt−1) = val+(LPt−1XShrinkPt RPt−1) and val+(ShrinkPt ) = val+(LˆPt XPowPt RˆPt ) hold,
|Epow(Uniq(P ))| = O(log |P | log∗M) and val+(Uniq(P )) = P hold. Hence Lemma 7 holds 1.
The number of ancestors of nodes corresponding to Uniq(P ) is upper bounded by:
I Lemma 9. Let G = (Σ,V,D, S) be a signature encoding for a string T , P be a string, and
let T be the derivation tree of a signature e ∈ V. Consider an occurrence of P in s, and the
induced subtree X of T whose root is the root of T and whose leaves are the parents of the
nodes representing Uniq(P ), where s = val(e). Then X contains O(log∗M) nodes for every
level and O(log |s|+ log |P | log∗M) nodes in total.
LCE queries. In the next lemma, we show a more general result than Theorem 1, which
states that the signature encoding supports (both forward and backward) LCE queries on a
given arbitrary pair of signatures. Theorem 1 immediately follows from Lemma 10.
I Lemma 10. Using a signature encoding G = (Σ,V,D, S) for a string T , we can support
queries LCE(s1, s2, i, j) and LCE(sR1 , sR2 , i, j) in O(log |s1|+ log |s2|+ log ` log∗M) time for
given two signatures e1, e2 ∈ V and two integers 1 ≤ i ≤ |s1|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |s2|, where s1 = val(e1),
s2 = val(e2) and ` is the answer to the LCE query.
1 The common sequences are conceptually equivalent to the cores [17] which are defined for the edit
sensitive parsing of a text, a kind of locally consistent parsing of the text.
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Proof. We focus on LCE(s1, s2, i, j) as LCE(sR1 , sR2 , i, j) is supported similarly.
Let P denote the longest common prefix of s1[i..] and s2[j..]. Our algorithm simultaneously
traverses two derivation trees rooted at e1 and e2 and computes P by matching the common
signatures greedily from left to right. Recall that s1 and s2 are substrings of T . Since
the both substrings P occurring at position i in val(e1) and at position j in val(e2) are
represented by Uniq(P ) in the signature encoding by Lemma 7, we can compute P by at least
finding the common sequence of nodes which represents Uniq(P ), and hence, we only have
to traverse ancestors of such nodes. By Lemma 9, the number of nodes we traverse, which
dominates the time complexity, is upper bounded by O(log |s1|+log |s2|+Epow(Uniq(P ))) =
O(log |s1|+ log |s2|+ log ` log∗M). J
5 Updates
In this section, we show Theorem 2. Formally, we consider a dynamic signature encoding G
of T , which allows for efficient updates of G in compressed space according to the following
operations: INSERT (Y, i) inserts a string Y into T at position i, i.e., T ← T [..i− 1]Y T [i..];
INSERT ′(j, y, i) inserts T [j..j+y−1] into T at position i, i.e., T ← T [..i−1]T [j..j+y−1]T [i..];
and DELETE(j, y) deletes a substring of length y starting at j, i.e., T ← T [..j − 1]T [j + y..].
During updates we recompute ShrinkTt and PowTt for some part of new T (note that the
most part is unchanged thanks to the virtue of signature encodings, Lemma 9). When we need
a signature for expr , we look up the signature assigned to expr (i.e., compute Assign−1(expr))
and use it if such exists. If Assign−1(expr) is undefined we create a new signature, which is
an integer that is currently not used as signatures (say enew = min([1..M ] \ V)), and add
enew → expr to D. Also, updates may produce a useless signature whose parents in the DAG
are all removed. We remove such useless signatures from G during updates.
Note that the corresponding nodes and edges of the DAG can be added/removed in
constant time per addition/removal of an assignment. In addition to the DAG, we need
dynamic data structures to conduct the following operations efficiently: (A) computing
Assgn−1(·), (B) computing min([1..M ] \ V), and (C) checking if a signature e is useless.
For (A), we use Beame and Fich’s data structure [3] that can support predecessor/suc-
cessor queries on a dynamic set of integers.2 For example, we consider Beame and Fich’s
data structure maintaining a set of integers {e`M2 + erM + e | e → e`er ∈ D} in O(w)
space. Then we can implement Assgn−1(e`er) by computing the successor q of e`M2 + erM ,
i.e., e = q mod M if bq/Mc = e`M + er, and otherwise Assgn−1(e`er) is undefined.
Queries as well as update operations can be done in deterministic O(fA) time, where
fA = O
(
min
{
log logM log logw
log log logM ,
√
logw
log logw
})
.
For (B), we again use Beame and Fich’s data structure to maintain the set of maximal
intervals such that every element in the intervals is signature. Formally, the intervals are
maintained by a set of integers {eiM + ej | [ei..ej ] ⊆ V, ei− 1 /∈ V, ej + 1 /∈ V} in O(w) space.
Then we can know the minimum integer currently not in V by computing the successor of 0.
For (C), we let every signature e ∈ V have a counter to count the number of parents of e
in the DAG. Then we can know that a signature is useless if the counter is 0.
Lemma 11 shows that we can efficiently compute Uniq(P ) for a substring P of T .
2 Alstrup et al. [1] used hashing for this purpose. However, since we are interested in the worst case time
complexities, we use the data structure [3] in place of hashing.
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I Lemma 11. Using a signature encoding G = (Σ,V,D, S) of size w, given a signature
e ∈ V (and its corresponding node in the DAG) and two integers j and y, we can compute
Epow(Uniq(s[j..j + y − 1])) in O(log |s|+ log y log∗M) time, where s = val(e).
Proof of Theorem 2. It is easy to see that, given the static signature encoding of T , we
can construct data structures (A)-(C) in O(wfA) time. After constructing these, we can
add/remove an assignment in O(fA) time.
Let G = (Σ,V,D, S) be the signature encoding before the update operation. We support
DELETE(j, y) as follows: (1) Compute the new start variable S′ = id(T [..j − 1]T [j + y..])
by recomputing the new signature encoding from Uniq(T [..j − 1]) and Uniq(T [j + y..]).
Although we need a part of d to recompute Eblockd(PowT [..j−1]T [j+y..]t ) for every level t, the
input size to compute the part of d is O(log∗M) by Lemma 5. Hence these can be done in
O(fA logN log∗M) time by Lemmas 11 and 9. (2) Remove all useless signatures Z from G.
Note that if a signature is useless, then all the signatures along the path from S to it are also
useless. Hence, we can remove all useless signatures efficiently by depth-first search starting
from S, which takes O(fA|Z|) time, where |Z| = O(y + logN log∗M) by Lemma 9.
Similarly, we can support INSERT (Y, i) in O(fA(y + logN log∗M)) time by creating the
new start variable S′ from Uniq(T [..i − 1]), Uniq(Y ) and Uniq(T [i..]). Note that we can
naively compute Uniq(Y ) in O(fAy) time. For INSERT ′(j, y, i), we can avoid O(fAy) time
by computing Uniq(T [j..j + y − 1]) using Lemma 11. J
6 Construction
In this section, we give proofs of Theorem 3, but we omit proofs of the results (2) and (3a)
as they are straightforward from the previous work [2, 1].
6.1 Theorem 3 (1a)
Proof of Theorem 3 (1a). Note that we can naively compute id(T ) for a given string T in
O(NfA) time and O(N) working space. In order to reduce the working space, we consider
factorizing T into blocks of size B and processing them incrementally: Starting with the
empty signature encoding G, we can compute id(T ) in O(NB fA(logN log∗M +B)) time and
O(w+B) working space by using INSERT (T [(i− 1)B+ 1..iB], (i− 1)B+ 1) for i = 1, . . . , NB
in increasing order. Hence our proof is finished by choosing B = logN log∗M . J
6.2 Theorem 3 (1b)
We compute signatures level by level, i.e., construct ShrinkT0 ,PowT0 , . . . ,ShrinkTh ,PowTh
incrementally. For each level, we create signatures by sorting signature blocks (or run-length
encoded signatures) to which we give signatures, as shown by the next two lemmas.
I Lemma 12. Given Eblock(PowTt−1) for 0 < t ≤ h, we can compute ShrinkTt in O((b− a) +
|PowTt−1|) time and space, where b is the maximum integer in PowTt−1 and a is the minimum
integer in PowTt−1.
Proof. Since we assign signatures to signature blocks and run-length signatures in the
derivation tree of S in the order they appear in the signature encoding. PowTt−1[i]− a fits
in an entry of a bucket of size b − a for each element of PowTt−1[i] of PowTt−1. Also, the
length of each block is at most four. Hence we can sort all the blocks of Eblock(PowTt−1) by
bucket sort in O((b− a) + |PowTt−1|) time and space. Since Sig is an injection and since we
process the levels in increasing order, for any two different levels 0 ≤ t′ < t ≤ h, no elements
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of ShrinkTt−1 appear in ShrinkTt′−1, and hence no elements of PowTt−1 appear in PowTt′−1.
Thus, we can determine a new signature for each block in Eblock(PowTt−1), without searching
existing signatures in the lower levels. This completes the proof. J
I Lemma 13. Given Epow(ShrinkTt ), we can compute PowTt in O(x + (b − a)+
|Epow(ShrinkTt )|) time and space, where x is the maximum length of runs in Epow(ShrinkTt ),
b is the maximum integer in PowTt−1, and a is the minimum integer in PowTt−1.
Proof. We first sort all the elements of Epow(ShrinkTt ) by bucket sort in O(b − a+
|Epow(ShrinkTt )|) time and space, ignoring the powers of runs. Then, for each integer
r appearing in ShrinkTt , we sort the runs of r’s by bucket sort with a bucket of size x. This
takes a total of O(x+ |Epow(ShrinkTt )|) time and space for all integers appearing in ShrinkTt .
The rest is the same as the proof of Lemma 12. J
Proof of Theorem 3 (1b). Since the size of the derivation tree of id(T ) is O(N), by Lem-
mas 5, 12, and 13, we can compute a DAG of G for T in O(N) time and space. J
6.3 Theorem 3 (3b)
In this section, we sometimes abbreviate val(X) as X for X ∈ S. For example, ShrinkXt and
PowXt represents Shrink
val(X)
t and Pow
val(X)
t respectively.
Our algorithm computes signatures level by level, i.e., constructs incrementally ShrinkXn0 ,
PowXn0 , . . . ,Shrink
Xn
h ,Pow
Xn
h . Like the algorithm described in Section 6.2, we can create
signatures by sorting blocks of signatures or run-length encoded signatures in the same
level. The main difference is that we now utilize the structure of the SLP, which allows
us to do the task efficiently in O(n log∗M + w) working space. In particular, although
|ShrinkXnt |, |PowXnt | = O(N) for 0 ≤ t ≤ h, they can be represented in O(n log∗M) space.
In so doing, we introduce some additional notations relating to XShrinkPt and XPowPt
in Definition 8. By Lemma 7, there exist zˆ(P1,P2)t and z
(P1,P2)
t for any string P = P1P2
such that the following equation holds: XShrinkPt = yˆP1t zˆ
(P1,P2)
t yˆ
P2
t for 0 < t ≤ hP , and
XPowPt = yP1t z
(P1,P2)
t y
P2
t for 0 ≤ t < hP , where we define yˆPt and yPt for a string P as:
yˆPt =
{
XShrinkPt for 0 < t ≤ hP ,
ε for t > hP ,
yPt =
{
XPowPt for 0 ≤ t < hP ,
ε for t ≥ hP .
For any variable Xi → X`Xr, we denote zˆXit = zˆ(val(X`),val(Xr))t (for 0 < t ≤ hval(Xi)) and
zXit = z
(val(X`),val(Xr))
t (for 0 ≤ t < hval(Xi)). Note that |zXit |, |zˆXit | = O(log∗M) because zXit
is created on RˆX`t zˆXit LˆXrt , similarly, zˆXit is created on RX`t−1z
Xi
t−1L
Xr
t−1. We can use zˆ
X1
t , . . . , zˆ
Xn
t
(resp. zX1t , . . . , zXnt ) as a compressed representation of XShrinkXnt (resp. XPowXnt ) based on
the SLP: Intuitively, zˆXnt (resp. zXnt ) covers the middle part of XShrinkXnt (resp. XPowXnt )
and the remaining part is recovered by investigating the left/right child recursively (see
also Fig. 1). Hence, with the DAG structure of the SLP, XShrinkXnt and XPowXnt can be
represented in O(n log∗M) space.
In addition, we define AˆPt , BˆPt , APt and BPt as follows: For 0 < t ≤ hP , AˆPt (resp. BˆPt ) is
a prefix (resp. suffix) of ShrinkPt which consists of signatures of APt−1LPt−1 (resp. RPt−1BPt−1);
and for 0 ≤ t < hP , APt (resp. BPt ) is a prefix (resp. suffix) of PowPt which consists
of signatures of AˆPt LˆPt (resp. RˆPt BˆPt ). By the definition, ShrinkPt = AˆPt XShrinkPt BˆPt for
0 ≤ t ≤ hP , and PowPt = APt XPowPt BPt for 0 ≤ t < hP . See Fig. 2 for the illustration.
Since ShrinkXnt = AˆXnt XShrinkXnt BˆXnt for 0 < t ≤ hXn , we use Λˆt = (zˆX1t , . . . , zˆXnt , AˆXnt ,
BˆXnt ) as a compressed representation of ShrinkXnt of size O(n log∗M). Similarly, for 0 ≤
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Figure 1 XPowXnt can be represented by zX1t , . . . , zXnt . In this example, XPowXnt =
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Figure 2 An abstract image of ShrinkPt and PowPt for a string P . For 0 ≤ t < hP , APt LPt (resp.
RPt B
P
t ) is encoded into AˆPt+1 (resp. BˆPt+1). Similarly, for 0 < t < hP , AˆPt LˆPt (resp. RˆPt BˆPt ) is
encoded into APt (resp. BPt ).
t < hXn , we use Λt = (zX1t , . . . , zXnt , AXnt , BXnt ) as a compressed representation of PowXnt
of size O(n log∗M).
Our algorithm computes incrementally Λ0, Λˆ1, . . . , ΛˆhXn . Given ΛˆhXn , we can easily get
PowXn
hXn
of size O(log∗M) in O(n log∗M) time, and then id(val(Xn)) in O(log∗M) time from
PowXn
hXn
. Hence, in the following three lemmas, we show how to compute Λ0, Λˆ1, . . . , ΛˆhXn .
I Lemma 14. Given an SLP of size n, we can compute Λ0 in O(n log log(n log∗M) log∗M)
time and O(n log∗M) space.
Proof. We first compute, for all variables Xi, Epow(XShrinkXi0 ) if |Epow(XShrinkXi0 )| ≤
∆L + ∆R + 9, otherwise Epow(LˆXi0 ) and Epow(Rˆ
Xi
0 ). The information can be computed
in O(n log∗M) time and space in a bottom-up manner, i.e., by processing variables in
increasing order. For Xi → X`Xr, if both |Epow(XShrinkX`0 )| and |Epow(XShrinkXr0 )| are
no greater than ∆L+∆R+9, we can compute Epow(XShrinkXi0 ) in O(log∗M) time by naively
concatenating Epow(XShrinkX`0 ) and Epow(XShrink
Xr
0 ). Otherwise |Epow(XShrinkXi0 )| >
∆L + ∆R + 9 must hold, and Epow(LˆXi0 ) and Epow(Rˆ
Xi
0 ) can be computed in O(1) time
from the information for X` and Xr.
The run-length encoded signatures represented by zXi0 can be obtained by using the
above information for X` and Xr in O(log∗M) time: zXi0 is created over run-length encoded
signatures Epow(XShrinkX`0 ) (or Epow(Rˆ
X`
0 )) followed by Epow(XShrink
Xr
0 ) (or Epow(Rˆ
Xr
0 )).
Also, by definition AXn0 and B
Xn
0 represents Epow(Lˆ
Xn
0 ) and Epow(Rˆ
Xn
0 ), respectively.
Hence, we can compute in O(n log∗M) time O(n log∗M) run-length encoded signatures
to which we give signatures. We determine signatures by sorting the run-length encoded
signatures as Lemma 13. However, in contrast to Lemma 13, we do not use bucket sort for
sorting the powers of runs because the maximum length of runs could be as large as N and
we cannot afford O(N) space for buckets. Instead, we use the sorting algorithm of Han [12]
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Figure 3 Abstract images of the needed signature sequence vX`t z
Xi
t u
Xr
t (v
X`
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shown when they are empty) for computing zˆXit+1 in three situations: Top for 0 ≤ t < hX` , hXr ;
middle for hXr ≤ t < hX` ; and bottom for hX` , hXr ≤ t < hXi .
which sorts x integers in O(x log log x) time and O(x) space. Hence, we can compute Λ0 in
O(n log log(n log∗M) log∗M) time and O(n log∗M) space. J
I Lemma 15. Given Λˆt, we can compute Λt in O(n log log(n log∗M) log∗M) time and
O(n log∗M) space.
Proof. The computation is similar to that of Lemma 14 except that we also use Λˆt. J
I Lemma 16. Given Λt, we can compute Λˆt+1 in O(n log∗M) time and O(n log∗M) space.
Proof. In order to compute zˆXit+1 for a variable Xi → X`Xr, we need a signature sequence
on which zˆXit+1 is created, as well as its context, i.e., ∆L signatures to the left and ∆R to the
right. To be precise, the needed signature sequence is vX`t zXit uXrt , where u
Xj
t (resp. v
Xj
t )
denotes a prefix (resp. suffix) of yXjt of length ∆L + ∆R + 4 for any variable Xj (see also
Figure 3). Also, we need AtuXnt and vXnt Bt to create AˆXnt+1 and Bˆ
Xn
t+1, respectively.
Note that by Definition 8, |zXt | > ∆L + ∆R + 9 if zXt 6= ε. Then, we can compute uXit for
all variables Xi in O(n log∗M) time and space by processing variables in increasing order
on the basis of the following fact: uXit = uX`t if zX`t 6= ε, otherwise uXit is the prefix of zXit
of length ∆L + ∆R + 4. Similarly vXit for all variables Xi can be computed in O(n log∗M)
time and space.
Using uXit and vXit for all variables Xi, we can obtain O(n log∗M) blocks of signatures to
which we give signatures. We determine signatures by sorting the blocks by bucket sort as in
Lemma 12 in O(n log∗M) time. Hence, we can get Λˆt+1 in O(n log∗M) time and space. J
Proof of Theorem 3 (3b). Using Lemmas 14, 15 and 16, we can get ΛˆhXn in O(n log log
(n log∗M) logN log∗M) time by computing Λ0, Λˆ1, . . . , ΛˆhXn incrementally. Note that during
the computation we only have to keep Λt (or Λˆt) for the current t and the assignments of G.
Hence the working space is O(n log∗M + w). By processing ΛˆhXn in O(n log∗M) time, we
can get the DAG of G of size O(w). J
7 Applications
Theorem 17 is an application to text compression. Theorems 19-23 are applications to
compressed string processing, where the task is to process a given compressed representation
of string(s) without explicit decompression. We believe that only a few applications are listed
here, considering the importance of LCE queries. As one example of unlisted applications,
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there is a paper [14] in which our LCE data structure was used to improve an algorithm of
computing the Lyndon factorization of a string represented by a given SLP.
I Theorem 17. (1) Given a dynamic signature encoding G for G = (Σ,V,D, S) of size w
which generates T , we can compute an SLP S of size O(w log |T |) generating T in O(w log |T |)
time. (2) Let us conduct a single INSERT or DELETE operation on the string T generated
by the SLP of (1). Let y be the length of the substring to be inserted or deleted, and let
T ′ be the resulting string. During the above operation on the string, we can update, in
O((y+log |T ′| log∗M)(fA+log |T ′|)) time, the SLP of (1) to an SLP S ′ of size O(w′ log |T ′|)
which generates T ′, where w′ is the size of updated G which generates T ′.
We can get the next lemma using Theorem 3 (3b) and Theorem 2:
I Lemma 18. Given an SLP of size n representing a string of length N , we can sort the
variables of the SLP in lexicographical order in O(n logn logN log∗N) time and O(n log∗N +
w) working space.
Lemma 18 has an application to an SLP-based index of Claude and Navarro [8]. In
the paper, they showed how to construct their index in O(n logn) time if the lexicographic
order of variables of a given SLP is already computed. However, in order to sort variables
they almost decompressed the string, and hence, needs Ω(N) time and Ω(N log |Σ|) bits of
working space. Now, Lemma 18 improves the sorting part yielding the next theorem.
I Theorem 19. Given an SLP of size n representing a string of length N , we can construct
the SLP-based index of [8] in O(n logn logN log∗N) time and O(n log∗N+w) working space.
I Theorem 20. Given an SLP S of size n generating a string T of length N , we can construct,
in O(n log logn logN log∗N) time, a data structure which occupies O(n logN log∗N) space
and supports LCP(val(Xi), val(Xj)) and LCS(val(Xi), val(Xj)) queries for variables Xi, Xj
in O(logN) time. The LCP(val(Xi), val(Xj)) and LCS(val(Xi), val(Xj)) query times can be
improved to O(1) using O(n logn logN log∗N) preprocessing time.
I Theorem 21. Given an SLP S of size n generating a string T of length N , there is a
data structure which occupies O(w+n) space and supports queries LCE(val(Xi), val(Xj), a, b)
for variables Xi, Xj, 1 ≤ a ≤ |Xi| and 1 ≤ b ≤ |Xj | in O(logN + log ` log∗N) time, where
w = O(z logN log∗N). The data structure can be constructed in O(n log logn logN log∗N)
preprocessing time and O(n log∗N + w) working space, where z ≤ n is the size of the LZ77
factorization of T and ` is the answer of LCE query.
Let h be the height of the derivation tree of a given SLP S. Note that h ≥ logN .
Matsubara et al. [18] showed an O(nh(n + h logN))-time O(n(n + logN))-space algorithm
to compute an O(n logN)-size representation of all palindromes in the string. Their al-
gorithm uses a data structure which supports in O(h2) time, LCE queries of a special
form LCE(val(Xi), val(Xj), 1, pj) [20]. This data structure takes O(n2) space and can be
constructed in O(n2h) time [16]. Using Theorem 21, we obtain a faster algorithm, as follows:
I Theorem 22. Given an SLP of size n generating a string of length N , we can compute
an O(n logN)-size representation of all palindromes in the string in O(n log2N log∗N) time
and O(n log∗N + w) space.
Our data structures also solve the grammar compressed dictionary matching problem [15].
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I Theorem 23. Given a DSLP 〈S,m〉 of size n that represents a dictionary Π〈S,m〉 for m pat-
terns of total length N , we can preprocess the DSLP in O((n log logn+m logm) logN log∗N)
time and O(n logN log∗N) space so that, given any text T in a streaming fashion, we can
detect all occ occurrences of the patterns in T in O(|T | logm logN log∗N + occ) time.
It was shown in [15] that we can construct in O(n4 logn) time a data structure of size
O(n2 logN) which finds all occurrences of the patterns in T in O(|T |(h+m)) time, where h is
the height of the derivation tree of DSLP 〈S,m〉. Note that our data structure of Theorem 23
is always smaller, and runs faster when h = ω(logm logN log∗N).
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